Modeling sphere dynamics in blood vessels for SIRT pre-planning - To fathom the potential and limitations.
For selective internal radiation therapy (SIRT) the calculation of the 3D distribution of spheres based on individual blood flow properties is still an open and relevant research question. The purpose of this work is to develop and analyze a new treatment planning method for SIRT to calculate the absorbed dose distribution. For this intention, flow dynamics of the SIRT-spheres inside the blood vessels was simulated. The challenge is treatment planning solely using high-resolution imaging data available before treatment. The resolution required to reliably predict the sphere distribution and hence the dose was investigated. For this purpose, arteries of the liver were segmented from a contrast-enhanced angiographic CT. Due to the limited resolution of the given CT, smaller vessels were generated via a vessel model. A combined 1D/3D-flow simulation model was implemented to simulate the final 3D distribution of spheres and dose. Results were evaluated against experimental data from Y90-PET. Analysis showed that the resolution of the vessels within the angiographic CT of about 0.5mm should be improved to a limit of about 150μm to reach a reliable prediction.